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Free papers / posters Your abstract must not be more than 300 words.Invited speakersYour abstract must not exceed two A4 pages including 10 references	Objective: To present the emerging potential and possibilities of linking silicon technology and physiology in critical care medicine to improve care, decrease costs and maximise the healthcare dollar. Background: Critical care patients are typically sedated and require significant cardiovascular monitoring and circulatory support. Both of these therapies require significant monitoring and update by clinical staff, and are clinically time intensive and time intensive to “get right” because one size rarely fits all. In addition, clinical staff often have incomplete information and are effectively “driving blind”. The result is often a trial and error approach – the so-called “art of medicine”. Methods: We present a unique approach based on modelling of the underlying physiology and pathological effects on it. This approach links emerging silicon technologies with common physiological measurements in critical care to create understanding that enables “one method fits all” protocols for healthcare delivery. Case studies are presented from ongoing dynamic systems modelling and patient monitoring for cardiovascular systems and sedation management. The model-based approach has the added advantage of testing protocols in silico (in simulation) prior to implementing potentially damaging, ineffectrive or dangerous clinical trials.Results: Outcomes are presented for each case study. Specifically:Cardiovascular Monitoring and Diagnosis: A model based approach has been developed and correlated in simulation with the appropriate trends seen in critical care for pulmonary embolism, cardiac tamponade and all forms of shock. Further results are presented for animal models in pulmonary embolism showing an average error in left ventricular PV loop identification and prediction of less than 10%. These results, show significant potential for advanced cardiac monitoring systems capable of creating patient specific models for therapy testing and selection after diagnosis.  Agitation and Sedation Management: A clinically validated agitation sensor is discussed that uses commonly available physiological signals (HR, BP, Resp. Rate) as well as digital imaging based motion sensing to provide a consistent measure of patient agitation. This measurement can be utilised with unique new models of agitation-sedation sedative dose response dynamics to create more optimal, real-time methods of sedation management.These case studies provide insight into the potential of systems modelling and common clinical measurements to create next critical care generation systems.Summary: The overall approach of combining computational models and methods with fundamental physiology offers significant potential for improving patient management in critical care. In particular, they offer the opportunity to create more consistent methods that increase survival and reduce iatrogenic harm, while also reducing costs through improved productivity, reduced length of stay and reduced number of interventions. Many of these methods may eventually be adopted in any intensive care unit to improve the overall quality of healthcare provided.
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